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What happens when Mr. No-Good meets
Ms. Do-Good? Griffith Blaine is a
workaholic land developer who believes
money is the ticket to happiness. But in his
scrapping over a deal, the fighting gets
dirtier than usual and Griffith ends up
kidnapped and then stranded on a mountain
right above the land he wants to develop.
Kate Darby is a dedicated camp director
desperate for a body over the age of
eighteen to keep her camp legally open.
When Griffith wanders into her camp
dining hall, bruised, tattered ?? and
arrogant,
Kate
rationalizes
the
smooth-talking businessman can afford to
take two weeks out of his life to help those
less fortunate than himself. Stunned,
Griffith rationalizes using any means
possible to escape, including seducing the
prickly Kate. While Kate underestimates
the ability of one charismatic man to
wiggle through her emotional defenses,
Griffith doesnt take into account the power
of fifty boys ?? and one good woman ?? to
change his entire life outlook. If only Kates
beloved camp didnt depend on the stream
hes going to divert to feed his housing
project in the valley below Two romances
wrapped around a dash of mystery.
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work can be scary. Instead, do these five things to show your boss youre ready, so that he or she will approach you.
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